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So... say you have a coaching program. It’s created and ready to deliver. You 

know how to enroll someone if they ask about coaching. But you don’t have any 
prospects. What's your next step? 

 
Find people who want your coaching. 
 
There are a number of ways to go about doing this, in fact there are many 

ways and combinations of ways. 
 
And yet, frankly, most people struggle with this part of the puzzle. 
 
The bottom line is that two things have to happen: 
 
1. You have to send qualified people to your website 
 
2. Once they are there, you must have an engagement process that builds 

trust and credibility. 
 
Tempting as it is to give one solid solution that would be a “one size fits all,” 

with traffic and prospect generation, there is no “one size fits all” solution. And to 
offer one, although it would make the process “easier,” it wouldn’t allow for you 
to completely maximize your traffic sources according to your exact needs. 

 
So  let's talk a bit about some of your options. You could attempt to build trust 

and engage prospects with a targeted email campaign, but then again, this is kind 
of a chicken and egg approach. Which comes first, the list or the emails? If you 
don't have any prospects, who are you going to be mailing to? 

 
And then there is the question of where you are going to be sending your 

prospects. Do you send them to your website? 
 
At first blush, this seems like a no-brainer. 
 
Just find a traffic source, and send the traffic your way, right? 
 
And in theory that works just fine. 
 
The problem is...most of the time it doesn’t work. 
 
Even when you do it the way someone else did it. 
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Here’s why: 
 
Because normally there is more to the “connection” that occurs between you 

and your prospects than just a “traffic source” and your engagement campaign. 
And that “connection” is something that is difficult to quantify. Sometimes it just 
happens. And other times it...doesn’t. 

 
I know that sounds crazy. Because it just doesn’t make sense that if you were 

to do the exact same things as someone else who has done it successfully, that 
you wouldn’t have exactly the same results. 

 
But the thing is, with traffic generation there are always intangibles. Traffic 

changes. No two traffic sources are exactly alike. Gurus and experts who have 
mastered one traffic source often have to find a new traffic source over time 
because the first one isn’t performing as well for them. That traffic source might 
still be performing well for someone else... but no longer for them. 

 
So why is this? 
 
Let’s go a little deeper here.  
 
Imagine that you are...buying some form of advertising based traffic. You send 

that traffic to your website, and some percentage of people who come to your 
website join your subscriber list and eventually become clients. 

 
So you continue to send that form of traffic to your site. And over time it 

doesn’t perform as well. And it can be very difficult to determine why. 
 
Perhaps it was a single email in your campaign that for some reason you have 

removed. 
 
Perhaps it is a small difference in the source of the traffic to the advertising 

source itself. Perhaps someone else has copied something you are doing in your 
market, and the exact phrasing on your landing page no longer works. 

 
Now, it is easy to think “well, as long as you keep track of these things and 

test, you will always know what those elements are, so you can fix them” 
 
Yes, that works in theory. 
 
But in real life, it often breaks down. 
 
Here’s a couple reasons why it might break down: 
 
 You aren’t tracking the one thing that makes the difference. Imagine you have 

100 emails in your campaign. Is it really possible to know which of those 100 are 



absolutely influencing your prospects buying decisions?  In theory - yes - but in 
real time, by the time you figure that out, something else has changed. 

 
 Sometimes something happens that you don’t know has happened. And let’s 

imagine you have a budget of $5000 or $10,000 per month for advertising and 
all of a sudden that source stops working. Can you afford to continue to throw 
money at that source while you figure out what is wrong? Maybe, maybe not. But 
the point here is that your feedback in your system is rarely instant. There is 
almost always a lag between results and your understanding of why those results 
have changed. 

 
So why am I sharing all of this with you, rather than just giving you a big list 

of places where you can advertise or ways you can get prospects to your site? 
 
Because I want you to understand that there is no easy button for choosing 

the perfect traffic source. There may be an ideal traffic source for one of your 
competitors and it just doesn’t work for you. And no matter how much you or I 
insist that “if it works for them it should work for me” - sometimes it just doesn’t.  

 
And you simply have to determine what will work for you. 
 
And determining it will entail a level of trial and error. 
 
There is no way around it. 
 
And if you are lucky enough to hit it off on the first traffic source you try...you 

can be assured that over time as your competitors notice and begin to flood that 
traffic source, or the market simply changes, or something else happens...you 
WILL have to try and test additional traffic sources, some of which will not work 
for you even if they work for your competitors. 

 
So what’s the solution? 
 
There are a few directions you can go in seeking the solution. 
 
One is that you simply choose one traffic source, see if it works, then try 

another one. Or a variation on this is to try several traffic sources simultaneously, 
tracking each one for effectiveness, and choose the one or two that performs the 
best (that’s what I did when I first got started). 

 
Another option is to pursue a more “intangible” method of driving traffic, 

focusing more on “awareness” and positioning yourself as the expert in your 
niche and let the traffic “find” you rather than be totally aggressive about driving 
it your way. 

 
And the third option is a blend of those two methods. You start by creating an 

organic awareness campaign online, positioning yourself as an expert, and then 



over time, add traffic sources that funnel prospects into your organic awareness 
campaign. Another twist on this method is that once you have the organic 
awareness campaign in place, you can drive traffic directly to your website, but 
instead of trying to sell them right away, instead drive them back to your 
awareness campaign and allow them to self-select themselves back into your 
“enrollment process” 

 
Now, either of the last 2 options are the hardest to quantify for effectiveness, 

especially over a short period of time. Because of that, many coaches are not 
willing to “risk” building an organic online awareness campaign. 

 
Instead, they often choose the 1st option, which is driving traffic directly to 

your site, enrolling them in your credibility campaign, and moving them through 
steps designed to get them ready to be marketed to... and enrolled in your 
coaching. 

 
 

Driving Traffic to a Landing Page 
 
In this model, you will focus on using traffic generation methods online to 

send traffic to a primary landing page on your website. 
 
This can either be a content oriented page, where visitors are offered a chance 

to visit a opt in page where they can download a introductory guide to your topic, 
and are enrolled in your email campaign. 

 
Or this can be a squeeze page itself, where visitors are immediately offered a 

gift for opting in to your email campaign. 
 
The advantage to driving the traffic directly to the squeeze page is that you 

will generate more subscribers, the disadvantage is that those subscribers will be 
less qualified, and have a lower level of desire to engage with you, than 
subscribers who visit a content oriented page first. 

 
Of course, conversely, visitors who go to a content page first and make the 

decision to move on to a squeeze page, rather than closing the page, will be of 
higher engagement quality - although there are fewer of them. 

 
My personal preference has always been to drive new visitors to some form of 

content, whether it’s directly on my website, or on a third party site like 
ezinearticles.com. 

 
The reason is that I would personally rather work with a smaller pool of more-

highly qualified subscribers than to have many more lower-qualified subscribers 
(subscribers who are harder to engage in conversation and ultimately 
enrollment) 

 



The only time I have personally had success driving traffic directly to a 
squeeze page is where that traffic has been referred by someone who knows them, 
someone they trust. Which of course sets up a similar credibility level as that 
developed by driving traffic to a content page first. 

 
What happens typically when you send traffic from paid advertising sources 

directly to a squeeze page where someone can join your list is that you normally 
end up with a large number of subscribers who aren’t really prospects, they are 
only people who are conditioned to respond to an offer to join a list. 

 
So my experience with driving paid traffic directly to a squeeze page is that 

conversion rate to coaching is low. 
 
Keep in mind, if someone is choosing to purchase coaching from you, there is 

a level of trust and credibility that must occur first. This is different than simply 
“information marketing” where someone might make a purchase from you even 
though their trust is still low. 

 
Of course, if over time you choose to create information products in your 

coaching niche topic, then you can begin to use direct advertising to drive 
prospects to your information campaign, and as those prospects make purchases, 
they become stronger prospects for your coaching. 

 
However, if you are only offering coaching, or have as your desire to achieve 

the coaching enrollment within a short period of time after someone enrolls as a 
subscriber, the more pre-marketing (content) they are exposed to, the more 
qualified that individual will be. 
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